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Abstract: 37 

 38 

Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in blood plasma is present at very low concentrations 39 

compared to cell-free DNA (cfDNA) of non-tumor origin. To enhance ctDNA detection, 40 

recent studies have been focused on understanding the non-random fragmentation pattern 41 

of cfDNA. These studies have investigated fragment sizes, genomic position of fragment end 42 

points, and fragment end motifs. Although these features have been described and shown 43 

to be aberrant in cancer patients, there is a lack of understanding of how the individual and 44 

integrated analysis of these features enrich ctDNA fraction and enhance ctDNA detection.  45 

 46 
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Using whole genome sequencing and copy number analysis of plasma samples from 5 high 47 

grade serious ovarian cancer patients, we observed that 1) ctDNA is enriched not only in 48 

fragments shorter than mono-nucleosomes (~167bp), but also in those shorter than di-49 

nucleosomes (~240-330bp) (28-159% enrichment). 2) fragments that start and end at the 50 

border or within the nucleosome core are enriched in ctDNA (5-46% enrichment). 3) certain 51 

DNA motifs conserved in regions 10bp up- and down- stream of fragment ends (i.e. cleavage 52 

sites) could be used to detect tumor-derived fragments (10-44% enrichment). We further 53 

show that the integrated analysis of these three features resulted in a higher enrichment of 54 

ctDNA when compared to using fragment size alone (additional 7-25% enrichment after 55 

fragment size selection).  56 

 57 

We believe these genome wide features, which are independent of genetic mutational 58 

changes, could allow new ways to analyze and interpret cfDNA data, as significant 59 

aberrations of these features from a healthy state could improve its utility as a diagnostic 60 

biomarker.61 
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Significance: 62 

 63 

In recent years circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) has received much attention, and 64 

investment, as a biomarker that could transform the clinical care of cancer patients. Despite 65 

this, there is much that is not known about this biomarker. Recently, it has been 66 

demonstrated that the biological properties of ctDNA can be leveraged to improve ctDNA 67 

based assays. Here we build on this by carrying out an in-depth analysis of three genome 68 

wide fragmentation patterns of cell-free DNA; specifically fragment size, positioning of 69 

fragment end points with respect to nucleosome occupancy, and fragment end motifs. 70 

Whilst previous studies have described these features in an individual manner and used 71 

them as point statistics for comparison between healthy individuals and cancer patients, our 72 

study is the first to show that the individual and integrative analysis of these features can be 73 

used to enrich for ctDNA and enable enhanced ctDNA detection. The features described are 74 

independent of specific genomic alterations, with signal integrated across the breadth of 75 

the genome. This allows informative analysis that leverages a larger proportion of 76 

sequencing reads, further building the case for the use of cost-effective approaches like 77 

shallow whole genome sequencing for cancer diagnostics. 78 

 79 

 80 

 81 

 82 
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Introduction: 83 

 84 

The utility of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in plasma is well documented1. It is a specific 85 

biomarker that enables early detection of cancer2, allows treatment monitoring3 and 86 

provides prognostic information about tumor burden post treatment or surgery3. The ability 87 

to access ctDNA non-invasively is a considerable advantage over needle biopsies and allows 88 

for more frequent patient monitoring.  89 

 90 

Despite its virtues, detecting ctDNA in blood can be likened to finding a needle in a 91 

haystack; Tumor DNA is only present in very low concentrations compared to cell-free DNA 92 

(cfDNA) of non-tumor origin, ranging from ≥5-10% in late stage to ≤0.01-0.1% in early stage 93 

cancers or early post-surgical tumor recurrence4. The ctDNA fractions in these early settings 94 

are often below the limit of detection of current methods.  95 

 96 

Several studies have highlighted that ctDNA fragments tend to be shorter (around 50-97 

150bp) than cfDNA5–7, and selecting these fragments could provide a median two-fold 98 

enrichment5. However, there is still no consensus on which fragment sizes are the most 99 

informative, and no confirmed biological explanation as to why ctDNA is shorter. Other 100 

features of cfDNA have been identified that could enrich for ctDNA including, for example, 101 

fragment end motifs8 and ‘preferred ends’9, and genomic localisation10. Whilst strides are 102 

being made to explore the mechanisms behind these features11–13, much work remains to 103 

understand how to best leverage them for improved ctDNA, and disease, detection. 104 

  105 

cfDNA is released into the bloodstream from various cellular origins14 and by different 106 

biological processes such as apoptosis or necrosis15. This is supported by the fragment size 107 

distribution of cfDNA, which shows a modal size of 167bp corresponding to DNA wrapped 108 

around histone (~147bp) plus linker region (~10bp). The different ancestries can mark 109 

cfDNA with specific nonrandom fragmentation features that could be used to trace the 110 

molecules back to their origin or classify plasma samples as healthy or cancer16. 111 

  112 

We hypothesized that characterization of additional distinctive fragmentation features 113 

could further improve sensitivity for detection of ctDNA as it will maximize signal to noise 114 

ratio by enriching for tumor derive fragments and filtering out wild type fragments. We 115 

believe such genome wide features, that are independent of genetic mutational 116 

information, could either be used prior to sequencing or post sequencing before variant 117 

calling, or as confidence measures, or statistical weights for anomaly detection of ctDNA 118 

amongst cfDNA. 119 

  120 

To evaluate this hypothesis, we conducted a comprehensive assessment of molecular and 121 

fragmentation features existing in DNA fragments from plasma of high grade serious ovarian 122 

cancer (HGSOC) patients in contrast to healthy controls. We describe three biological 123 

features that are enriched in tumor-derived DNA and investigate their utility to improve 124 

ctDNA detection. 125 

   126 

The utility of these features was assessed by first carrying out an in-silico selection of 127 

fragments that carried the feature of interest, down sampling them to mimic shallow whole 128 

genome sequencing (sWGS; 0.1X genome coverage), and measuring their respective ctDNA 129 
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fraction based on copy number aberration (CNA) analysis. Plasma samples from HGSOC 130 

patients were chosen since HGSOC is mainly driven by highly abnormal copy number (CN) 131 

and structural variation (SV). Furthermore, besides alterations in the TP53 gene, very few 132 

ubiquitous point mutations are found in HGSOC. Thus, changes in ctDNA fraction in WGS 133 

data from HGSOC patients are better estimated through changes in CNA levels. 134 

  135 
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Results 136 

 137 

Baseline TP53 mutant allele fraction and cancer cell fraction measurements 138 

 139 

In order to determine what molecular features are differentially enriched in plasma cfDNA 140 

originating from healthy cells and ctDNA originating from tumor cells, paired-end whole 141 

genome sequencing was carried out on plasma samples from 5 HGSOC patients with 22.75-142 

35.61X genomic coverage. A pool of controls was constructed by merging paired-end reads 143 

from sWGS (mean 0.4X genomic coverage) of 49 plasma samples from healthy volunteers 144 

(total 46.46X genomic coverage after merging). Thus, we had a total of 6 WGS datasets (5 145 

patients and 1 control). 146 

  147 

The TP53 mutant allele fraction (MAF) was measured for the plasma samples from 5 HGSOC 148 

patients using targeted amplicon sequencing (See Table S1 for amplicon details). In addition, 149 

an overall tumor fraction of the plasma samples from 5 HGSOC patients and the pool of 150 

controls was measured using ichorCNA17. In order to simulate sWGS and obtain a robust 151 

tumor fraction measurement, we created 10 random bootstrap sets (RBS) of 2.2 million 152 

fragments (0.1X genomic coverage) for each the of the 6 WGS datasets. For ichorCNA 153 

analysis, we built a panel of normals using the 10 RBS from the pool of controls, and 154 

measured the tumor fraction of all RBS using it as a reference. 155 

 156 

ichorCNA estimated a tumor fraction of 0 for all 10 RBS from the pool of controls. However, 157 

in 3 out of 5 HGSOC patients, the estimated tumor fraction was lower than the TP53 MAF 158 

determined by amplicon sequencing (Figure S1). This could be due to variable copy number 159 

of the TP53 gene present across samples, which would affect the TP53 MAF i.e. the tumor 160 

fraction measured using copy number analysis is based on genome wide events, which 161 

might differ from the allele frequency of point mutations especially if they are not in copy 162 

number neutral regions. The TP53 copy number was neutral in Patient1 and the tumor 163 

fraction measured using ichorCNA (0.09) was similar to the TP53 MAF (0.11) (Figure S1). 164 

Conversely, there was a loss of the region containing TP53 in Patient2 and the tumor 165 

fraction measured using ichorCNA (0.324) was greater than the TP53 MAF (0.22) (Figure S1). 166 

 167 

Fragmentation feature generation 168 

 169 

For each of the 6 WGS datasets, every properly paired read was summarized as a single 170 

fragment. Each individual fragment was annotated with 4 molecular features: fragment size, 171 

position of fragment start and end position with respect to nearest nucleosome dyad, and 172 

per-base-tri-nucleotide-bias score (See Methods for more details).  173 

 174 

The capacity of each feature to select for cfDNA or ctDNA was measured by selecting 175 

fragments with a given feature cutoff, creating 10 RBS of 2.2 million fragments for all 6 WGS 176 

datasets, constructing a panel of normal using the 10 RBS from the pool of controls, and 177 

using it as a baseline for measuring their tumor fraction using ichorCNA. We created a 178 

different panel of normals for each feature and applied a cutoff to reduce noise and correct 179 

for systematic biases that may arise from library construction, sequencing platform, cfDNA 180 

specific artifacts, and feature selection. This process, which we refer to as ctDNA in-silico 181 

bootstrap enrichment process (CISBEP), was carried out for all features with various cutoffs. 182 
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To determine which cutoff resulted in the highest enrichment of tumor fragments, we 183 

calculated the relative tumor fraction, which was the ratio of the median tumor fraction 184 

from the 10 RBS of fragments within cutoff to the median tumor fraction of fragments with 185 

no cutoff or no selection. An overview of the study and CISBEP is illustrated in Figure 1. 186 

 187 

Fragment size 188 

 189 

We created fragment size bins based on the ~10bp periodic peaks in the range 0-200 bp and 190 

ranges where the position of the di-nucleosome peak showed a disparity between the panel 191 

of normals and cancer patients (Figure 2A). This resulted in a total of 16 fragment size bins 192 

(0-52bp, 53-64bp, 64-73bp, 74-83bp, 84-94bp, 95-104bp, 105-114bp, 115-125bp, 126-193 

135bp, 136-143bp, 144-153bp, 154-160bp, 161-171bp, 172-239bp, 240-324bp, and 325-194 

400bp). Fragments within the ranges of these bins were selected, and for each fragment 195 

size bin 10 RBS of 2.2 million fragments were created for all 6 WGS datasets. The 196 

enrichment of ctDNA within each fragment size bin was then measured through the CISBEP.  197 

 198 

Figure 2B shows the relative tumor fraction of all 10 RBS from the 6 WGS datasets for all the 199 

fragment size bins. As bins 53-64bp and 64-73bp contained fewer than 2.2 million fragments 200 

in the pool of controls, they were not considered for further analysis. The relative tumor 201 

fraction remained at 0 in all bins for the panel of controls, indicating that fragment sizes of 202 

variable lengths did not change the genome wide copy number in healthy plasma samples. 203 

Conversely, the relative tumor fraction was significantly different across all bins in the 5 204 

HGSOC patients (ANNOVA p-value < 2.2e-16). Of these, the fragments within 126-135bp 205 

and/or 240-324bp bins consistently showed the highest enrichment of tumor fraction across 206 

all 5 HGSOC patients as their median relative tumor fraction ranged from 1.28-1.87 and 207 

1.28-2.59 respectively. This meant ctDNA enrichment of 28-87% and 28-159% in fragments 208 

of sizes 126-135bp and 240-324bp respectively.  209 

 210 

The relationship between the fragment size bins and ctDNA enrichment was noticeable in 211 

log2 ratios of copy number analysis, as the regions with copy number aberrations deviated 212 

further from or closer to copy number neutrality. Figure 2C illustrates the increased 213 

deviance of copy number aberrations in each fragment size bin, especially in bins 126-135bp 214 

and 240-324bp for Patient 2. This observation was similar across the remaining 4 HGSOC 215 

patients (Supplementary Figure 3). 216 

 217 

We further observed that fragments within the 154-160bp, 161-171bp, and 172-239bp bins 218 

consistently resulted in relative tumor fractions lower than 1, in-turn suggesting that 219 

fragments with these sizes are enriched for wild type or healthy cfDNA (i.e. non-mutant 220 

tumor derived DNA or DNA originating from healthy cells).  221 

 222 

Fragment start and end position relative to nucleosome center 223 

 224 

We next hypothesized that, if cfDNA fragments are protected from enzymatic degradation 225 

through association with nucleosomes, then perhaps the shorter fragments that are 226 

enriched in ctDNA are frequently being cleaved closer to the nucleosome boundary or core, 227 

as previously shown in fetal cfDNA18. To evaluate this, we downloaded the CH01 genome-228 

wide nucleosome track, as used by Snyder et. al.16 which contains 12.9 million nucleosome 229 
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calls inferred from the in-vivo positioning of plasma cfDNA. We annotated the relative 230 

positioning of start and end sites of all fragments in the 6 WGS datasets with respect to the 231 

nearest nucleosome center from the CH01 track (See methods for details). Consistent with 232 

our hypothesis, fragments from the 5 HGSOC patients show a higher density of start and 233 

end positions within 75bp downstream and upstream of the nucleosome dyad when 234 

compared the fragments from the pool of controls (Figure 3A).  235 

 236 

To investigate whether fragment positioning could be used to enrich for ctDNA, we selected 237 

fragments that start and end within (nucleosome core region) and outside (nucleosome 238 

linker region) of 75bp downstream and upstream from the nucleosome dyad, and evaluated 239 

ctDNA enrichment through the CISBEP for the 6 WGS datasets. We observed fragments that 240 

start and end in the nucleosome core tend to be shorter, and this is observed even in the di-241 

nucleosome peak, as it is shifted towards shorter fragment size (Figure S4). 242 

 243 

In all 5 HGSOC patients, the relative tumor fraction of the fragments that started and ended 244 

within the core of the nucleosome was significantly higher than the fragments that started 245 

and ended within the linker region (t-test, p-value < 0.0001-0.05) (Figure 3B). In addition, 246 

fragments in the linker region consistently resulted in relative tumor fraction lower than 1, 247 

which suggests these fragments are enriched for wild type or healthy cfDNA. The relative 248 

tumor fraction of fragments that started and ended in the nucleosome core ranged from 249 

1.1-1.44 (i.e. a 10-44% enrichment of ctDNA). Figure 3C illustrates the increase in the level 250 

of copy number aberration levels affected by fragments that start and end within 251 

nucleosome core as compared to the linker region for Patient 2. This observation was 252 

similar across the remaining 4 HGSOC patients (Figure S5). Taken together, these 253 

observations suggest fragments starting and ending within nucleosome core are enriched in 254 

ctDNA, while fragments starting and ending in linker regions are enriched in wild-type 255 

cfDNA. 256 

 257 

Fragment start and end flanking 10bp tri-nucleotide frequency motif 258 

 259 

Previous studies have shown that nucleosome positioning is sequence dependent, which 260 

varies between core and linker regions19. Chandrananda et al. showed DNA motifs in regions 261 

10bp downstream and upstream of cfDNA cleavage sites are consistent and conserved in 262 

healthy controls20. Thus, we hypothesized there might be different nucleotide motifs 263 

present in fragment start and end sites of cfDNA and ctDNA as they have altered 264 

nucleosome positioning. To investigate whether such differences exist, we investigated the 265 

per base mono-, di-, and tri- nucleotide frequencies in regions 10bp downstream and 266 

upstream of fragment start and end sites from the pool of controls and HGSOC Patient 5 267 

(the patient with highest TP53 MAF of 0.504) (Figure S6-11). Although the per-base-268 

nucleotide frequencies were similar between the two datasets, we found apparent 269 

differences at specific positions.  270 

 271 

In order to leverage the fragmentation motif differences for ctDNA enrichment, we 272 

developed a computational approach to assign individual fragments a per-base-nucleotide-273 

bias score (PBNB-score) to indicate whether a fragment is likely derived from tumor or 274 

healthy cells. The PBNB-score is based on a top-down approach, where we learned from 275 

sample level differences and applied them to discriminate individual fragments. To learn 276 
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sample level differences, we generated 10 RBS of 3 million fragments from both the pool of 277 

controls and HGSOC Patient 5. For each of the RBS we calculated two position weight matrix 278 

(PWM) that described the per-base-mono-nucleotide-frequencies in regions -10bp and 279 

+10bp of fragment start and end sites respectively. We vectorized the PWM of fragment 280 

start sites from all the RBS and combined them into a single matrix. Similar steps were 281 

carried out for PWM of fragment end sites from all RBS. We then carried out principal 282 

component analysis (PCA) on the two matrices, which summarized the per-base-mono-283 

nucleotide-frequencies at fragment start and end sites for all 10 RBS from both the pool of 284 

controls and HGSOC Patient 5. We carried out similar steps for per-base di- and tri- 285 

nucleotide frequencies. Figure S12 illustrates the conceptual framework of these steps.   286 

 287 

We found that principal component 1 (PC1) of fragment start and end per base mono-, di-, 288 

and tri- nucleotide frequency matrices separated all of the 10 RBS of the pool of controls 289 

from HGSOC Patient 5 (Figure S13A). We observed the positive components of the PC1 290 

eigenvector identified the base specific nucleotide motifs enriched in the pool of controls, 291 

while the negative components identified the base specific nucleotide motifs enriched in 292 

HGSOC Patient 5. We used the PC1 eigenvector of fragment start and end per base mono-, 293 

di-, and tri- nucleotide frequency matrix as weights to compute per-base mono-, di-, and tri- 294 

nucleotide bias score (PBMNB-score, PBDNB-score, and PBTNB-score) for each individual 295 

fragment respectively (Figure S13B and Methods for more details). The higher the score, the 296 

more likely a fragment was derived from healthy cells, while the lower the score, the more 297 

likely it was derived from the tumor cells (Figure S13C). 298 

 299 

To determine which of the three nucleotide motif scores provided the most discrimination 300 

between cfDNA and ctDNA fragments, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed on the 301 

three score distributions of all fragments derived from the pool of controls and HGSOC 302 

Patient 5. The distribution of all three nucleotide motif scores were significantly different 303 

between the two sample types (p-value < 2.2e-16, data not shown). However, the 304 

distribution of the tri-nucleotide motif score had the largest test statistic or difference 305 

between the score distribution of the two sample types. The test statistic comparing the 306 

PBMNB-score, PBDNB-score, and PBTNB-score from the two sample types were 0.10673, 307 

0.12738, and 0.14129 respectively. The PBTNB-score for all fragments from 5 HGSOC 308 

patients were lower than the pool of controls (Figure S13C). 309 

 310 

We next used CISBEP to evaluate whether the PBTNB-score could be used to enrich for 311 

ctDNA by selecting fragments with a PBTNB-score ≤ and ≥ to -0.3, -0.15, 0, 0.15, and 0.3 312 

from the 6 WGS datasets. In all 5 HGSOC patients, fragments with an increasingly negative 313 

PBTNB-score showed an increase in relative tumor fraction, while fragments with an 314 

increasingly positive PBTNB-score showed a decrease in relative tumor fraction (Figure 4A). 315 

This trend was significant in 4 out of 5 patients (ANNOVA p-value << 0.01). For fragments 316 

with PBTNB-score ≤ -0.3, the median relative tumor fraction ranged from 1.05-1.46 (5-46% 317 

enrichment of ctDNA). In contrast, for fragments with PBTNB-score ≥ 0.3, the median 318 

relative tumor fraction ranged from 0.71-0.91 (0.09-0.29% enrichment of cfDNA). Figure 4B 319 

illustrates the increase in the level of copy number aberration levels affected by fragments 320 

with PBTNB-score ≤ -0.3 and ≥ 0.3 for HGSOC Patient 2. This trend was similar across the 321 

remaining 4 HGSOC patients (Supplementary Figure 14). We also observed that fragments 322 

with PBTNB-score ≤ -0.3 tend to be shorter and fragments with PBTNB-score ≥ 0.3 tend to 323 
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be longer (Figure 4C and Figure S15). The trend was stronger in HGSOC patients compared 324 

to the pool of controls. This could suggest an underlying fragmentation mechanism that is 325 

present even in healthy individuals but is enhanced in HGSOC patients. Taken together, 326 

these observations suggest that the nucleotide motif flanking 10bp position of fragment 327 

start and end sites are unique to wild-type cfDNA and ctDNA fragments, and could be used 328 

to enrich for ctDNA or filter out cfDNA fragments.  329 

 330 

Integrating fragment size and tri-nucleotide motif for ctDNA enrichment 331 

 332 

In-silico selections of short fragments and fragments with negative PBTNB-score 333 

independently show an enrichment of ctDNA (Figure 2 and 4). To investigate whether 334 

combining these features would result in further enrichment of ctDNA, we selected three 335 

types of fragments from all 6 WGS datasets: fragments with sizes 74-144bp, fragments with 336 

sizes 74-144bp PBTNB-score ≥ 0.2, and fragments with sizes 74-144bp and PBTNB-score ≤ -337 

0.2. We chose a wide range of shorter fragments and cutoff of ± 0.2 PBTNB score to increase 338 

the diversity of fragments and capture genome wide variations when choosing random 339 

samples for CISBEP, and allow at least 2.2 million fragments after various layers of feature 340 

selection. We also selected fragments based on start and end position relative to 341 

nucleosome center, and applied additional PBTNB-score selection. However, due to limited 342 

number of annotated nucleosomes over the entire genome, it led to limited fragments 343 

available for CNA analysis after PBTNB-score selection. Thus, we did not consider 344 

nucleosome positioning for further feature integration analysis, and relied on fragment size 345 

as a reliable representation of fragments originating from different nucleosome positioning.  346 

 347 

The relative tumor fraction was calculated using the CISBEP. In all 5 HGSOC patients, 348 

fragments with sizes 74-144bp and PBTNB-score ≤ -0.2 showed a significant increase in the 349 

relative CCF when compared to fragments with sizes 74-144bp (t-test, p-value < 0.01, Figure 350 

5A). We measured the additional ctDNA enrichment by taking the fraction of median 351 

relative CCF of fragments with sizes 74-144bp and PBTNB-score ≤ -0.2 to median relative 352 

CCF of fragments with sizes 74-144bp alone. The fraction of ctDNA enrichment ranged from 353 

1.07-1.25. This meant additional 7-25% ctDNA enrichment from applying PBTNB selection 354 

after size selection. Meanwhile, fragments with sizes 74-144bp and PBTNB-score ≥ 0.2 355 

showed a significant decrease in the relative CCF when compared to fragments with sizes 356 

74-144bp in 3 of 5 HGSOC patients (t-test, p-value < 0.05, Figure 5A). This suggests that 357 

combining the PBTNB-score with fragment size does provide further enrichment of ctDNA or 358 

filtering out wild-type cfDNA. 359 

 360 

Effect of fragmentation feature selection on TP53 MAF 361 

 362 

In order to further validate the utility of these features to enrich for ctDNA, we aggregated 363 

all fragments aligning to the individual TP53 point mutation locus of HGSOC Patient 2-5 364 

(Patient 1 had an insertion). All fragments were annotated with fragment size and PBTNB-365 

score. We did not investigate positioning of the fragments relative to the nucleosome 366 

center since some TP53 point mutations did not overlap with nucleosomes inferred from 367 

CH01. We then calculated an aggregated TP53 MAF by selecting fragments based on certain 368 

features. Figure 5B illustrates these steps. We further calculated a relative aggregated TP53 369 
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MAF by taking the ratio of the aggregated TP53 MAF with feature selection to no feature 370 

selection.  371 

 372 

We observed that selecting fragments with sizes 170-240bp, PBTNB-score ≥ 0.1, and PBTNB-373 

score ≥ 0 resulted in a relative aggregated TP53 MAF of 0.53, 0.53, and 0.82 (Figure 5C). This 374 

was expected as these features were related to the enrichment of wild-type cfDNA. We also 375 

observed that selecting fragments with PBTNB-score < 0, PBTNB-score < -0.1, sizes 74-376 

144bp, and sizes 74-144bp or 240-325bp led to a continual enrichment of ctDNA fragments 377 

with relative aggregated TP53 MAF of 1.13, 1.59, 1.62, and 1.74 respectively. Combining all 378 

features, fragments with PBTNB-score < -0.1 and size 74-144bp or 240-325bp, led to the 379 

highest enrichment of ctDNA with the relative aggregated TP53 MAF of 2.10. We picked 380 

these feature cutoffs as it allowed the aggregated depth of at least 25 (range 26-71), except 381 

for aggregated depth of 12 after combination of all features (PBTNB-score < -0.1 and size 382 

74-144bp or 240-325bp). These results provide additional validation of these features to 383 

enrich for ctDNA, as they not only led to increased tumor fraction in copy number analysis 384 

but also increased MAF in variant analysis. 385 

  386 
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Discussion: 387 

 388 

Features described in this study are novel and could aid in the underlying biology behind 389 

origin of ctDNA in HGSOC patients. We show individual and integrative analysis of fragment 390 

size, positioning of fragment ends with respect to nucleosome center, and fragment end 391 

motif can be leveraged in fragment-specific fashion to allow enrichment of ctDNA in HGSOC 392 

patients. Although this proof-of-concept study was performed on a small sample size, we 393 

believe these features hold a great potential to guide future cfDNA fragmentomics studies 394 

and need to be validated in a large-scale cohort with multiple cancer types.  395 

 396 

Previous studies focused on circulating DNA fragment size have used selection of short 397 

fragments (90-150 bp) for enrichment of ctDNA3 or differences in fragmentation size 398 

distribution across a tiled genome for cancer detection21. In this study, we conduct a 399 

resolute evaluation of the relative enrichment of ctDNA at each of the 10bp periodic peaks 400 

and show fragments that are shorter than both the mono- and di-nucleosome peak are 401 

similarly enriched in ctDNA. Other studies have also defined specific nucleotide motifs found 402 

at circulating DNA fragment ends that are enriched in patients with hepatocellular 403 

carcinoma and could be used as another diagnostic marker8. In this study, rather than 404 

looking at enrichment of certain motif at fragment ends, we use the differences in the per-405 

base background distribution of tri-nucleotide frequencies around fragment ends of healthy 406 

controls and HGSOC patients to define a scoring system for individual fragments. We show 407 

PBTNB-score helps distinguishing fragments originating from tumor or healthy cells. Lastly, 408 

no previous study has shown a direct relationship between CCF and positioning of fragment 409 

ends to nucleosome center in cancer patients. We show that fragments starting and ending 410 

within the nucleosome core boundary are enriched in ctDNA (increased CCF), and 411 

contrastingly, fragments starting and ending in the linker region are enriched in cfDNA 412 

(decreased CCF). It is important to note that selection of these features on healthy controls 413 

had no effect of CCF, suggesting these features are biologically imprinted on fragments from 414 

their origins, rather than driven by technical artifacts.  415 

 416 

Thus, unlike other studies, rather than defining these features as a point summary per 417 

sample for cancer detection, we show how these features provide fragment level 418 

information that could help differentiate fragments originating from tumor cells or wild type 419 

healthy cells. We show pre-selecting fragments for ctDNA analysis could maximize signal to 420 

noise ratio by either selecting fragments that are more likely to originate from tumor cells, 421 

or filtering out fragments that are more likely to originate from healthy cells. These features 422 

may also be used in confidence measures or statistical weights for genomic aberrations in 423 

order to classify them as somatic or not. They could help design fragmentation aware assays 424 

that would be more accurate and sensitive (e.g. PCR amplicons designed based on 425 

nucleosome positioning and nucleotide frequencies). This allows us to overcome the 426 

limitation of detecting a needle in the haystack, by either removing some of the hay or 427 

increasing the number needles. 428 

 429 

Apart from limited sample size and application of these features to different cancer types, 430 

there are other limitations of this study that must be acknowledged. We used a nucleosome 431 

track that was constructed using plasma cfDNA positioning, which mainly represents 432 

hematopoietic cells4. This could bias the selection of fragments originating from healthy 433 
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cells. Thus, selecting fragments based on a nucleosome track that is constructed using the 434 

tumor tissue or from the patients’ own plasma sample would be ideal to reduce some of the 435 

technical biases. However, we still observed enrichment of CCF, suggesting conservation of 436 

nucleosome positioning of hematopoietic and cancer cells. The weights used for calculating 437 

mono-, di-, and tri- nucleotide scores were obtained based on motif frequencies at fragment 438 

ends. Various pre-analytical and sequencing variability could influence these motifs. Future 439 

works should address the effect of these confounders to fragment end motif. The effect of 440 

pre-analytical and sequencing variability was controlled in this study as these samples were 441 

processed in a similar manner and sequenced on the same machines. Lastly, CCF 442 

measurements from ichorCNA were used as a metric to quantify the relationship between 443 

fragments with certain features and their relative enrichment of ctDNA. However, the CCF 444 

measurements could be inaccurate as the algorithm may choose a suboptimal solution. This 445 

was noted in some cases as a large portion of log2 ratios were labeled as gains or losses 446 

which suggested whole genome amplification event or apparent CNAs were called as 447 

neutral. This led to increased variability of the measured CCF.  The developers of ichoCNA 448 

suggest manually checking other solutions based on ranked log likelihood to see if any 449 

provide a better explanation of the data. However, manual screening is not feasible when 450 

quantifying hundreds of samples. 451 

 452 

In summary, this study describes three biological features that could be used to select 453 

fragments originating from tumor cells or filter out fragments originating from healthy cells. 454 

Although there are some limitations to this study, the enrichment of ctDNA captured by 455 

these features provides biological insights about previously described and poorly 456 

understood relative shortening of ctDNA. In addition, it provides novel information about 457 

sequence motifs present in the cleavage sites of cfDNA. Lastly, it shows these features could 458 

be used to conduct selective sequencing or perform in-silico selection of cfDNA fragments 459 

to be analyzed. Many labs are now carrying out sWGS or WGS routinely on plasma samples. 460 

In addition to variant and copy number analysis, we believe bioinformatic exploration of 461 

these features could further aid and help exploit cfDNA signatures that could lead to a 462 

comprehensive and robust analysis. We believe these genome wide features that are 463 

independent of genetic mutational information could be more sensitive in identifying 464 

disease status, thus leading to creation of complex diagnostics tools that could integrate 465 

additional information. 466 

 467 
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Materials and Methods: 468 

 469 

Sample collection and processing 470 

 471 

Plasma samples from 49 healthy volunteers and 5 high grade serous ovarian carcinoma 472 

(HGSOC) patients were collected. The 49 healthy volunteers used in this study where part of 473 

a previous study5. The plasma samples from HGSOC patients were collected at 474 

Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK, approved by the local research ethics committee 475 

(REC reference number: 07/Q0106/63; and National Research Ethics Service Committee East 476 

of England–Cambridge Central 03/018). Written informed consent was obtained from all 477 

patients and blood samples were collected before initiation of treatment with surgery. DNA 478 

was extracted from 4 ml of plasma using the QIAamp Circulating Nucleic Acid Kit (QIAGEN; ) 479 

or QIAsymphony (QIAGEN; ) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Baseline tumor 480 

tissue biopsies were available from all 5 HGSOC patients. All 5 HGSOC patients had TP53 481 

mutations which were determined through tumor and germline sequencing (Table S1). The 482 

TP53 mutant allele frequency in plasma samples was subsequently determined using 483 

targeted amplicon sequencing. The libraries were prepared using a previously described 484 

method, Tagged-Amplicon Deep Sequencing22. Primers were designed to cover the whole 485 

coding TP53 gene, which consisted of 21 amplicons with mean size of 100bp. Libraries were 486 

sequenced using MiSeq or HiSeq 4000 (Illumina).  487 

 488 

Analysis of WGS data 489 

 490 

Indexed sequencing libraries were prepared using the ThruPLEX Plasma-seq kit (Rubicon 491 

Genomics). For healthy volunteers, libraries were pooled in equimolar amounts and 492 

sequenced to <0.4x depth of coverage on a HiSeq 4000 (Illumina), generating 150-bp paired-493 

end reads. For 5 HGSOC patients, libraries were sequenced to 22.75-35.61x depth of 494 

coverage on a HiSeq 4000 (Illumina), generating 150-bp paired-end reads. The sequenced 495 

reads were aligned to the human genome (hg19) using bwa mem v0.16a. The aligned bam 496 

files were sorted and indexed using samtools v1.7. PCR and optical duplicates were marked 497 

and removed using Picard tools v2.17.6 MarkDuplicates. Reads that were unmapped, 498 

supplementary alignments, or not a primary alignment were excluded from downstream 499 

analysis. Local realignment of reads around indels was performed using GATK v0.2.2 500 

IndelRealigner. This process realigns the misaligned reads near known indels to minimize 501 

number of mismatched bases across all reads. Lastly, read base quality scores were 502 

recalibrated using GATK BaseRecalibrator and ApplyRecalibration to correct for systematic 503 

errors in the base quality scores produced by the sequencer. Reads with final mapping 504 

quality of less than 20 were excluded from downstream analysis. Reads from all healthy 505 

volunteers were merged into a single bam file using Picard tools v2.17.6 506 

MergeBamAlignment to construct a pool of controls (46.46x depth of coverage). Paired end 507 

reads for all 6 WGS datasets (pool of controls and 5 HGSOC patients) were summarized as 508 

fragments with their 3’ and 5’ position into a bed file using samtools v1.7 and a custom 509 

script. The remainder of the analysis was carried out using only autosomes and fragments 510 

with size ranging from 0-800bp. 511 

 512 

Fragment size and nucleosome positioning analysis 513 

 514 
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For each fragment in the bed file we calculated their fragment size by subtracting the 5’ and 515 

3’ position. We also determined the relative distance of fragment start and end sites to its 516 

nearest nucleosome center using the CH01 nucleosome track (12.9 million nucleosome 517 

calls) from Snyder et al16. We intersected the bed file of all fragments with CH01 518 

nucleosome bed file in R using the GenomicRanges package. For each overlap hit, the 519 

distance of fragment start and end position from the center of the nucleosome was 520 

calculated. In cases where there was more than one overlap, the minimum relative start and 521 

end distance from the nucleosome was considered. This captures the start and end distance 522 

with respect to their closest nucleosome.  523 

 524 

  525 

Per-base nucleotide bias score  526 

 527 

To evaluate the utility of the nucleotide motif flanking 10bp downstream and upstream of 528 

fragment start and end sites, we developed a method to assign each fragment a score that 529 

indicates whether a fragment is likely to originate from tumor or normal cells. 530 

 531 

To do so, we created 10 random bootstrap sets (RBS) of 3 million fragments from the pool 532 

of controls and HGSOC Patient 5 who had the highest TP53 MAF at 0.504. For each random 533 

sample, two per base position weight matrices (PWM) were constructed from the genomic 534 

sequences flanking 10bp downstream and upstream of both fragment start and end sites. 535 

For nucleotide sequences of length 20 the PWM for mono-nucleotide frequency is a 4 × 20 536 

matrix. Where an entry 𝑊𝑖,𝑛, 𝑖 ∈ {𝐴, 𝑇, 𝐶, 𝐺} and 𝑛 ∈ {−10, −9, … , −1,0,1, … ,9}, is the 537 

mean frequency of 𝑖𝑡ℎ nucleotide present at position 𝑛. Similarly, two di- and tri- nucleotide 538 

PWM were also constructed for each RBS for both fragment start and end sites. Di- and tri- 539 

nucleotide PWM is a 16 × 20 matrix and 64 × 20 matrix respectively describing the relative 540 

frequencies of each k-mer of length 2 and 3 at each position. Thus, for each RBS, a total of 6 541 

PWM were constructed (mono-, di-, and tri- nucleotide frequencies of sequences flanking 542 

10bp downstream and upstream of both fragment start and end sites).  543 

 544 

Next, we carried out principle component analysis (PCA) on each of the 6 PWM individually. 545 

We found in all 6 PCA, the principal component 1 separated all the 10 RBS from pool of 546 

controls and HGSOC Patient 5 in unique clusters. The factor loadings of PC1 indicate the 547 

correlation between the two sample types and the nucleotides motifs in the flanking 10bp 548 

downstream and upstream of both fragment start and end sites. Therefore, loadings from 549 

PC1 that point in the direction of the pool of controls correspond to the position and 550 

nucleotide motif that are more associated with the wild type fragments, while those ones 551 

pointing to HGSOC Patient 5 are associated with tumor derived fragments. In our specific 552 

case, negative and positive elements of the loadings vector pointed to HGSOC Patient 5 and 553 

pool of controls respectively. We next obtained PC1 loadings of all 6 matrices, and used 554 

them as weights to assign per-base mono-, di-, and tri- nucleotide bias scores to individual 555 

fragments. The PC1 loading vector of mono-, di-, and tri- nucleotide PWM of fragment start 556 

and end sites will be referred to as 𝐿𝑝,𝑛
𝑥,𝑖 , where 𝑝 ∈ {𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, 𝑒𝑛𝑑}, 557 

𝑛 ∈ {−10, −9, … , −1,0,1, … ,9}, 𝑖 ∈ {𝐴, 𝑇, 𝐶, 𝐺} and 𝑥 ∈ {𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜, 𝑑𝑖, 𝑡𝑟𝑖}.  558 

 559 

For a given fragment, the genomic sequences flanking 10bp downstream and upstream of 560 

both fragment start and end sites were obtained in R using the Biostrings package. For 561 
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calculating the per-base mono-nucleotide bias score (PBMNB-score) for a fragment, the 562 

start and end sequences were summarized into two binary 80 × 1 vectors 𝑆𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 and 563 

𝐸𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 respectively, where n ∈ {−10, −9, … , −1,0,1, … ,9}, 𝑖 ∈ {𝐴, 𝑇, 𝐶, 𝐺}, and if 564 

nucleotide 𝑖 exists in position 𝑛 of start (or end) sequence the 𝑆𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 = 1 (or 𝐸𝑛

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 = 1), 565 

otherwise 𝑆𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 = 0 (or 𝐸𝑛

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 = 0). The PBMNB-score was calculated as shown in 566 

Equation 1. 567 

 568 

 PBMNB − score = 𝑆𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡,𝑛

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 +  𝐸𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑑,𝑛

𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜,𝑖 (1) 

Similarly, for a given fragment, two binary 320 × 1 vectors 𝑆𝑛
𝑑𝑖,𝑖 and 𝐸𝑛

𝑑𝑖,𝑖  were created to 569 

describe whether a di-nucleotide motif 𝑖 exists on position 𝑛 of start or end sequences 570 

respectively. The per-base di-nucleotide bias score (PBDNB-score) was calculated as shown 571 

in Equation 2.  572 

 573 

 PBMDB − score = 𝑆𝑛
𝑑𝑖,𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡,𝑛

𝑑𝑖,𝑖 + 𝐸𝑛
𝑑𝑖,𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑑,𝑛

𝑑𝑖,𝑖  (2) 

Lastly, for a given fragment, two binary 1280 × 1 vectors 𝑆𝑛
𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑖 and 𝐸𝑛

𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑖 were created to 574 

describe whether a tri-nucleotide motif 𝑖 exists on position 𝑛 of start or end sequences 575 

respectively. The per-base tri-nucleotide bias score (PBTNB-score) was calculated as shown 576 

in Equation 3.  577 

 578 

 PBMTB − score = 𝑆𝑛
𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡,𝑛

𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑖 + 𝐸𝑛
𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑖 ∙ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑑,𝑛

𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑖  (3) 

A negative motif score was hypothesized to be more associated with tumor fragments, 579 

while a positive score with normal wild-type fragments. It is important to note that 580 

depending on samples the rotations of PCA the association of negative and positive score to 581 

normal and tumor fragments might change. 582 

 583 

ctDNA in-silico bootstrap enrichment process (CISBEP) 584 

 585 

After calculating the 4 molecular features for all fragments belonging to the 6 WGS datasets, 586 

we evaluated the relation of each feature to enrich for cfDNA or ctDNA. In order to do so, 587 

we selected fragments with a given feature cutoff (e.g. fragments with size ranging from 74-588 

83bp). For all 6 WGS datasets, the selected fragments were summarized in a bam using 589 

Bedtools v2.27.1. A bam file was also created with fragments with no feature cutoff for all 6 590 

WGS datasets (e.g. fragments with no size cutoff). These bam files will be referred to as with 591 

cutoff and no cutoff.  592 

 593 

Once the cutoff and no cutoff  bam files were created for all 6 WGS datasets for a given 594 

feature with a certain cutoff, we created 10 RBS of 2.2 million fragments using Samtools 595 

v1.7. The samples were down-sampled to 2.2 million fragments to meet the minimum 596 

whole genome sequencing depth requirement of ichorCNA (0.1X genome coverage). 597 

Multiple RBS of the same bam file with different seed was carried out to mimic shallow 598 

whole genome sequencing and to construct technical replicates so as to ensure that a 599 

particular seed did not confound the results. For ichorCNA analysis, we created different 600 

panels of normal for each feature and cutoff from the pool of controls to reduce noise and 601 

correct for systematic biases that may arise from library construction, sequencing platform, 602 
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cfDNA specific artifacts, and feature selection. Lastly, we determined the importance of the 603 

feature with a given cutoff by calculating the tumor fraction of the 10 RBS with cutoff and 604 

no cutoff bam files using ichorCNA and their respective panel of 17ormal. This process will 605 

be referred to as the ctDNA in-silico bootstrap enrichment process (CISBEP). CISBEP was 606 

carried out for all 4 features individually and with combination of features with various 607 

cutoffs. 608 

 609 

To determine which cutoff resulted in the highest enrichment of tumor fragments, we 610 

calculated the relative tumor fraction, which was calculated as the ratio of median tumor 611 

fraction from the 10 RBS of fragments within cutoff to the median tumor fraction of 612 

fragments with no cutoff.  613 

 614 

Effect of fragmentation feature selection on TP53 MAF 615 

 616 

To further validate our findings, we measured the effect of these features on TP53 MAF. 617 

From the WGS data, we identified the sequenced fragments that covered the individual 618 

TP53 point mutation locus of HGSOC Patient 2-5 (Patient 1 had an insertion). Using a custom 619 

python script, we annotated each fragment as wildtype or mutant depending on whether it 620 

harbored the unique point mutation from the individual patients. We next annotated the 621 

fragments with fragment size and PBTNB-score. We did not investigate positioning of the 622 

fragments relative to the nucleosome center since some TP53 point mutations did not 623 

overlap any nucleosomes from CH01. We next selected fragments from HGSOC Patient 2-5 624 

based on certain features, and calculated an aggregated TP53 MAF by dividing number of 625 

selected fragments that were mutant with total selected fragments. We only used single 626 

feature cutoffs that allowed the aggregated depth of at least 25. These features were: 627 

PBTNB-score < 0, PBTNB-score < -0.1, sizes 74-144bp, and sizes 74-144bp or 240-325bp. We 628 

next calculated a relative TP53 MAF by taking the ratio of the aggregated TP53 MAF with 629 

some feature selection to no feature selection.  630 

 631 

Data and materials availability:  632 

 633 

Sequencing data from healthy volunteers and HGSOC patients for this study are deposited in 634 

the EGA database (accession numbers EGAS00001003258 and XXX for controls and cases 635 

respectively). Other data associated with this study are present in the paper. 636 
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Figures: 719 

 720 

 721 
 722 

Figure 1. (A) In this study we performed paired-end high coverage whole genome 723 

sequencing on plasma samples from 5 high grade serous ovarian cancer patients and (B) 724 

paired-end shallow whole genome sequencing (sWGS) on 49 healthy plasma controls. We 725 

created a control panel by merging reads across all healthy samples (C) Three features were 726 

calculated for each plasma DNA fragment: fragment size, relative position of fragment start 727 

and end sites with respect to the closest nucleosome dyad, and a nucleotide frequency 728 

score based on the 10 bp region spanning either side of fragment start and end. For both 729 

the control panel and the patient high-coverage datasets, fragments were selected based on 730 

these features and repeated random down-sampling was carried out in order to create 10 731 

technical replicates (0.1x coverage, 2.2 million reads each). These shallow whole-genome 732 

datasets underwent copy number analysis and the cancer-cell fraction (CCF) was calculated 733 

using ichorCNA. This allowed us to determine features that are enriched in circulating tumor 734 

DNA versus circulating cell-free DNA. 735 

 736 
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 738 
 739 

Figure 2. Fragment size analysis. (A) Fragment size distribution of 5 HGSOC patients and 740 

panel of healthy controls. The vertical dashed lines are placed on the fragment sizes 741 

between 52 and 172 bp where 10 bp periodicity is observed. The vertical lines at 240 and 742 

324bp show the range at which a shift in the di-nucleosomal peak occurs between HGSOC 743 

patients and healthy controls. The inset plot enlarges the density profile in the di-744 

nucleosomal fragment length range. (B) Copy number aberration analysis of all technical 745 

replicates comprising of different fragment length ranges as indicated by figure legend. The 746 

cancer cell fraction (CCF) was measured for each dataset with and without fragment 747 

selection. The relative CCF on the y-axis is the ratio of these two estimates. Above each plot, 748 

the TP53 MAF, as determined by TAm-Seq is shown for each patient (C) The average relative 749 

copy number values from the 10 replicates of patient 2. The different colors indicate 750 

different size selection ranges as well as no size selection. Corresponding data from the 751 

other patients are shown in supplementary figure 3. 752 
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 756 
 757 

Figure 3. Location of DNA fragments relative to nucleosomal dyads. (A) The density of 758 

fragment start and end sites with respect to nucleosome dyads for patients and controls. 759 

The vertical lines are drawn at 75 bp downstream and upstream of the nucleosome center 760 

to signify the region of nucleosome core and linker. (B) Copy number aberration 761 

quantification of all technical replicates containing fragments starting and ending within 762 

nucleosome core or linker regions. (C) The average relative copy number values from the 10 763 

replicates of patient 2. The different colors indicate results from using fragments that start 764 

and end within nucleosome core region, and fragments that start and end within 765 

nucleosome linker region as well as all fragments with no selection. 766 
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 771 

 772 

Figure 4. Tri-nucleotide motif score. (A) Copy number aberration analysis of all technical 773 

replicates containing fragments with tri-nucleotide motif scores less than or greater than -774 

0.3, -0.15, 0, 0.15, and 0.3. The CCF of all the random samples is shown relative to median 775 

CCF from unselected data. (B) The average relative copy number values from the 10 776 

replicates of patient 2. The different colors indicate results from using fragments with no 777 

selection, fragments with tri-nucleotide motif score less than or equal to -0.3, -0.15, 0, and 778 

greater than or equal to 0, 0.15, 0.3. (C) The fragment size distribution in the control pool 779 

and HGSOC patient 5 of fragments with no selection, fragments with tri-nucleotide motif 780 

score less than or equal to -0.3 and greater than or equal to 0.3. 781 
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 785 
 786 

Figure 5. Analysis of fragments selected for multiple features. (A) Copy number aberration 787 

analysis of all technical replicates containing fragments with different lengths and motif 788 

score combinations. (B) Aggregated TP53 mutant allele fraction measurements after 789 

selecting fragments with various features. The fragments from Patient 2, Patient 3, Patient 790 

4, and Patient 5 were aggregated as these samples had a single point mutation while Patient 791 

1 had an insertion. (C) The aggregated TP53 mutant allele fraction is shown relative to the 792 

aggregated MAF with no-selection for different fragment feature selections. 793 
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